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MEMORANDUM 


THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 23, 1970 

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN ~ "\ 

FROM: "~'\~JEB S. MAGRUDE ~ 1\ll V ' 
SUBJECT: Price Fighters It ague 

Last summer Safire proposed the creation of an outside 
group of Republican women to assist in nailing inflation 

~,to the Democrats. . 
" 

Klein contacted Pat Hitt and a preliminary organization 
developed. 

A newspaper advertising campaign under the auspices of 
the Price Fighters League was submitted, but rejected 
during Campaign 70. 

After discussing the project with Safire (copy of his 

memorandum is attached) we believe the Price Fighters 

League should be developed. 


Approve Disapprove 

" 
• 



.L 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 


WASHINGTON 


December 21,' 1970. 

/ MEMORANDUM FOR: GORDON STRACHAN (cc: Magruder) 

FROM: BILL SAFIRE 

The Price Fighters League was suggested last January 9 and re
capped in a memo on July 22 as follows: 

The Price Fighters League -- a group of 

Republican women with a separate letter

head who send out releases condemning 

spending that will contribute to higher 

prices. 


In this way we make certain inflation is our , 
villain and not the Democrats' villain in the 
coming campaign. Women are the most 
conscious of prices, most susceptible to an 
attack of "Nixon said he would stop inflation 
and he didn't. II If women are used to blame 
inflation on big spending by Democrats, they 
will be far more effective than the RNC. 

The obj ection to this idea (from Colson, mainly) was that it w(5uld 
get out of hand -- that the women would wind up blaming inflation 
on the Administration. This is a realistic caution, which is why 
the group must be made up of women whose judgment we trust. 

At any rate, now is the time to follow this plan up by making the 
President l s call for responsible wage and price behavior in his 
NAM speech the keynote. The central line should be IIFighting 
Inflation is Everybody's Business." 

Step One: Form the group, not more than a dozen women" well 
spaced geographically, some of whom should know one ano'ther. 
Not all wives of fat cats, not all WASP. Include at least a couple 
who speak well for television interviews. 

.
• 
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f Step Two: A statement of principles, letterhead, and the announce/

I ment of it formation. 

Step Three: The denunciation of a specific industry's ,price rises, 
perhaps as reflected in a current Inflation Alert (but getting a lot 
more punchy than that understandably sobersided document)./ 

/ 

Careful: Be evenhanded about price and wage increases. 

.
• 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 14, 1970 

'

MEMORANDUM FOR: H. R. HALDEMAN ~ 

~-:;::::::- -FROM: CHARLES W. COLSONtI. 

SUBJECT: Republican vs. Democrat Spending 

As you will see from the enclosed, according to reported figures we 
outspent the Democrats in the.last campaign approximately two to one, 
(if all affiliated Democratic groups are included--the McGovern fund, 
Council for a Livable World, COPE, and National Committee for an 
Effective C~ngress and if some of our11affiliatedCgroups, like AMPAC 
and BIPA C are excluded). Excluding all groups other than party 
organizations, there is a 3 to 1 ratio which Congressional Quarterly 
will shortly report. 

These figures do not include individual campaigns although the money 
raised nationally would, of course, in large part have been spent in 
individual campaigns. The one analysis we havew. campaign spending 
on a state by state basis shows Republicans outspending Democrats in 
all races except the California, Maryland 'and possibly Texas, Senate 
races. I am afraid that a state by state analysis would not be particularly 
helpful. 

The item you marked in the news summary noting the Democratic claim 
that they were outspent 10 to 1 is, of course, preposterous. On the 
other hand, the actual figures when analyzed still show us spending 
substantially more. Their charge is, therefore, a question of degree. 
I am sure also the general public impression is that the Republicans 
vastly outspent the Democrats, an impression that would be difficult to 
overcome. 

'Where the Democrats are really vulnerable and one point which can be 
exploited, however, is the kind of money that was funneled through 
McGovern, NCEC, CLW and COPE. This is whe:ce some friendly 
columnis ts could make point::; for us and I am suggesting by a cop y of 

this IDcmo that H e rb's office might be able to plant some helpful columns. 

.. 
• 
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This is sue will be back with us early in the next s es s ion of Congres s 
when the various campaign spending limitation bills are debated. At 
that time we should make a concerted eff6rt to have our people on the 
Hill attack the McGovern fund particularly. We should be prepared 
also to try to show the actual expenditure figures in the most favorable 
light as we have tried to do on the attached pages A-I ,and A-2. With 
this target in mind, I am sending a copy of this to Lyn. 

cc: 	 Jeb Magruder 
Lyn Nofziger 

".... 

• 
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